Assignment 8 Answers

(Note: These are the headings I would assign. These are not necessarily the only correct answers.)

1. A history of race discrimination in the United States from the end of the World War II to the present. (Published 2015.)

   650 _0 Race discrimination ǂz United States ǂx History ǂy 20th century.
   650 _0 Race discrimination ǂz United States ǂx History ǂy 21st century.

2. A book about economic conditions in the Philippines from 1990 to the present. Focuses particularly on the economic conditions of women in the Philippines during this period. (Published 2015.)

   650 _0 Women ǂz Philippines ǂx Economic conditions ǂy 20th century.
   650 _0 Women ǂz Philippines ǂx Economic conditions ǂy 21st century.
   651 _0 Philippines ǂx Economic conditions ǂy 1986-

3. A monthly magazine for coin and stamp collectors. (Currently published; began publication a few years ago.)

   650 _0 Coins ǂx Collectors and collecting ǂv Periodicals.
   650 _0 Stamp collecting ǂv Periodicals.

4. A book about elementary school art education in New York City. (Published 1909.)

   650 _0 Art ǂx Study and teaching (Elementary) ǂz New York (State) ǂz New York.

5. A pictorial book [almost completely pictures; the only text is publishing preliminaries, an introduction, and captions under the pictures] showing Naxi clothing and jewelry. [Note: Naxi are a minority ethnic group in China.] (Published 2008.)

   650 _0 Naxi (Chinese people) ǂx Clothing ǂv Pictorial works.
   650 _0 Naxi (Chinese people) ǂx Jewelry ǂv Pictorial works.

6. A book about contemporary discrimination against mentally ill homeless people in Dade County, Florida. Also discusses the social history and sociology of that county since the beginning of the 20th century. (Published 2015.)

   650 _0 Discrimination against the mentally ill ǂz Florida ǂz Miami-Dade County.
A novel about a group of friends who work together as programmers at Google. (Published 2010.)

A handbook on the proper drying of mushrooms.  (Published 1724.)

A 2008 study of how ultraviolet radiation affected goose embryos on the Big Island of Hawai‘i (Hawai‘i Island). (Published 2009.)

An autobiography by the Library of Congress reference librarian Thomas Mann (author of Library research models). (Published 1998.)

A book about the homeopathic treatment of Lou Gehrig’s disease in Sydney, Australia. (Published 2009.)

A book about orphans as characters in Charles Dickens’s novels. (Published 2009.)

A book that presents statistics about Native Hawaiian students in the University of Hawai‘i System. (Published 2012.)
650 _0 College students ÷z Hawaii ÷x Statistics.

14. A report about archaeological excavations of Navaho Indian sites in the Phoenix Arizona Metropolitan Area. (Published 2010.)

651 _0 Phoenix Metropolitan Area (Ariz.) ÷x Antiquities.
650 _0 Navajo Indians ÷x Antiquities.
650 _0 Excavations (Archaeology) ÷z Arizona ÷z Phoenix Metropolitan Area

15. A book about the manners and customs of Hungarian Americans in the Yorkville neighborhood of New York City. (Published 2009.)

650 _0 Hungarian Americans ÷z New York (State) ÷z New York ÷x Social life and customs.
651 _0 Yorkville (New York, N.Y.) ÷x Social life and customs.
651 _0 New York (N.Y.) ÷x Social life and customs.

16. Edward Hopper’s Greenwich Village [a book of art reproductions by Edward Hopper which feature Greenwich Village, New York City as their subject or background]. (Published 2009.)

651 _0 Greenwich Village (New York, N.Y.) ÷v In art.
651 _0 New York (N.Y.) ÷v In art.

17. Modern Hawaiian Cuisine at Alan Wong’s Restaurant [a book of recipes] (Published 2009.)

610 20 Alan Wong's Restaurant.
650 _0 Hawaiian cooking.
650 _0 Cooking ÷z Hawaii.

And maybe also a genre heading if your library uses them:

655 _0 Cookbooks.

18. Duck and goose recipes from Lutèce [a book of recipes from the restaurant by that name in NYC]. (Published 2009.)

610 20 Lutèce (Restaurant : New York, N.Y.)
650 _0 Cooking (Duck)
650 _0 Cooking (Goose)
And maybe also a genre heading if your library uses them:

655 _0 Cookbooks.

19. *Our travels around Southeast Asia by automobile and train* / by Ice Cube and 50 Cent. (Published 2010.)

600 00 Ice Cube ºc (Musician) ºx Travel ºz ºz Southeast Asia.
600 00 50 Cent ºc (Musician) ºx Travel ºz ºz Southeast Asia.
650 _0 Railroad travel ºz Southeast Asia.
650 _0 Automobile travel ºz Southeast Asia.
651 _0 Southeast Asia ºx Description and travel.

And maybe also a genre heading if your library uses them:

655 _0 Travel writing.

20. *From Havana to Miami: an emigration and immigration study*. (Published 2009.)

651 _0 Havana (Cuba) ºx Emigration and immigration.
651 _0 Miami (Fla.) ºx Emigration and immigration.
650 _0 Immigrants ºz Florida ºz Miami.
650 _0 Cubans ºz Florida ºz Miami.

21. A study of the economic conditions of migrant workers in Texas. (Published 2009.)

650 _0 Migrant labor ºz Texas ºx Economic conditions.
651 _0 Texas ºx Economic conditions.

22. A book about the eutrophication of Clear Lake, which is a lake in Cerro Gordo County, Iowa.  (Published 2010.)

650 _0 Eutrophication ºz Iowa ºz Clear Lake (Cerro Gordo County : Lake)
651 _0 Clear Lake (Cerro Gordo County, Iowa : Lake)

23. *Diplomatic relations between Japan and China in the 1930s*. (Published 2010.)

651 _0 Japan ºx Foreign relations ºz China.
651 _0 China ºx Foreign relations ºz Japan.
651 _0 Japan ºx Foreign relations ºy 1912-1945.
651 _0 China ºx Foreign relations ºy 1912-1949.

   600 00 Lady Gaga ‡x Bonsai collections.
   650 _0 Bonsai ‡v Catalogs and collections.

25. A children’s book about the history of whaling. (Published 2007.)

   650 _0 Whaling ‡x History ‡v Juvenile literature.